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THE MATHMOMS MURMURATION
Murmurations are mysterious: hundreds,

thousands of starlings flying together in a

whirling, ever-changing pattern,

seemingly controlled by a single creative

intelligence that keeps the swarm

together as it swirls around in ever new

undulating shapes. 

The truth behind this mystery is much

simpler: the magic number seven. Each

bird keeps tabs on its seven closest

neighbours, ignoring all else. These little

groups of seven touch on other

individuals and groups of seven,

triggering a synchronized movement

within the swarm. It is not a single

creative intelligence that determines the

beautiful movement of the whole, but

rather thousands of small decisions taken

by individual birds synchronizing with

their seven nearest neighbours.

Imagine what an individual, who might

feel small and insignificant in this big

world, can achieve by influencing a small

group of seven other people. One person

living with hope and aspirations, acting in

love, touching the people around her, can

become an agent of change in the larger

community. Imagine what such groups

can achieve as they respond to each

other. Imagine how communities can

move and change through this human

murmuration.

MathMoms could be described as a

human murmuration: women (and now

some men!) and children working

together to build relationships within

smaller groups, so that the vulnerable

communities of which they are part, can

be inspired to move towards hope for all. Sonja

In 2021, MathMoms invested in the

quality of our relationships and on the

academic work we do with the learners.

We focused on catching up on the

learning losses incurred because of the

ongoing pandemic, concentrating on

literacy and mathematics. Our Moms and

Mentors really excelled in this. 

If you look at the compiled results you

will see that our learners’ results show

more improvement than the results of

the non-MathMoms learners in the same

class groups. We believe that these

improved results are a celebration of the

excellent work done by our learners,

Moms, and Mentors.

We are convinced that our efforts to

create safety, stability, and a sense of

belonging for our learners are paying off.

The improved self-confidence and

growing expertise of our Moms are

rubbing off on our learners. 

By investing in the building of

intergenerational relationships, we are

creating communities of care and trust

that nurture the hearts of young learners.

This work is crucial because you cannot

teach the mind before you reach the

heart.

In 2022 we will focus on our Moms’,

Mentors’, Interns’, YeBoneers’, and

learners’ wellbeing and on transforming

trauma to strengthen connections and to

give everyone the opportunity to fly.
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2021  IN NUMBERS
In partnership with 26 schools in Elsies River , Ravensmead ,

Uitsig , Bishop Lavis , and Winelands District (Rawsonville), we

reached :

2000+ learners 
 

68 MathMoms 11 Mentors

40 MathMoms 
interns

74 YeBoneers

. . .and we appointed an Academic Manager and

Communications Officer to support the Managing Director .
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2021 was the year of going deeper, not wider: developing our programme

and our organisational structure to better serve our beneficiary communities.

Going into the second year of the pandemic, we knew that schools and

learners would need more support. Our main goal therefore was to help
children catch up academically. With funding from the Youth and After

School Office, we launched the MathMoms Interns programme in 9 schools.

The interns, under guidance of our MathMentors, supported the MathMoms

during interventions, assisted educators in their classrooms, and ran @home

programmes in the afternoon, thus reaching learners who either needed

special attention and academic support, or who were no longer attending

school.

Looking after the emotional well-being of our communities was another goal.

The pandemic added to the stress, anxiety, and trauma so many individuals

were already carrying. We developed resources to share with the MathMoms,

interns, YeBoneers, school staff, and parents: a guide on supporting children

with anxiety, a new maths exercise book for Grades 5-6, our Positive Parenting

course, and other materials and exercises that adults and children could draw

upon as supportive resources at home and in the classroom.

REFINING OUR PURPOSE

Given the uncertainty learners

and communities faced, it was

more important than ever to

create structures of belonging
within which the children and

adults in our network could

transform their trauma, learn and

gain valuable skill, and connect

with others. Our organisational
structure is not simply top-
down and hierarchical: Mentor >  
Mom > Intern > Learner. It is an interconnected murmuration of positive,
supportive, intergenerational relationships.  There is reciprocity in the

relationships, with learning and support taking place in all directions. A

highlight of 2021 was to see the relationships between the Mentors, who are

retired teachers, and interns, flourish. The interns could learn from the

experience and wisdom of the Mentors, while the Mentors say they were kept

young by the interns!
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PARTNERING FOR
SUCCESS

...a Youth Service partnership

between the Western Cape

Government's Youth & After

School Office, The Community

Chest of the Western Cape, the

Michael & Susan Dell Foundation,

and NGOs. It aims to provide 18 to

25 year-olds with meaningful

work experience and pathways to

studies or work while 

 encouraging a culture of active

citizenship and volunteerism.

Mathmoms has been an
implementing partner since

2020.

MathMoms has been a

wonderful partner...Driven by

passion and a deep

commitment to improve the

lives of both learners and

youth, MathMoms has

mentored YeBoneers (youth)

enabling them to change

their stories and unlock their

potential. At the same time

they have supported these

young people to help address

learning backlogs and build

learners’ confidence. Thank

you, MathMoms. We look

forward to many more years

of partnering with you.

 

Jacqui Boulle, Head: YASPO

The MathMoms YeBoneers help learners

catch up, focusing on literacy and
numeracy and using a playful approach

in their interventions at schools and the

well established after school
programme.

FEEDBACK 

"The YeBoneer Programme has become

an important after school initiative to the

Grade 4s at Bishop Lavis Primary. The

YeBoneers' level of training is of good

quality and the assistance they rendered

became evident in the progress of the

learners. An excellent initiative."

Ferial Gafieldien, Champion Teacher
of Bishop Lavis Primary

 

"The mentors had a huge impact on my

life ... they constantly pushed us to the

best of our ability. They knew our

potential, they took good care of us, and

if there was a problem we wished to

address, we could speak to them about

anything."

Tarique, YeBoneer
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BUILDING CAPACITY
"I think through MathMoms, children learnt to

be children again. They came and saw that
there are people who care about them."-

Rowena , YeBoneer

Training Programmes
The MathMoms, interns, and YeBoneers received weekly

training throughout the year. Our training had a strong

focus on helping themselves and learners deal with stress

and trauma, in addition to our regular training for our

academic programme.

Academic Programmes
We ran programmes for Grades 2 and 3 learners at school,

and for learners of all ages in our @home programmes..

The @home programmes also have a literacy and reading

component. 

We developed a new maths textbook for Grades 5-6, to

build on our Grades 2-4 books, which learners can use on

their own or with the help of their parents.. 

Positive Parenting Programme
After piloting a parenting programme in 2020, we

developed our own training material and Positive

Parenting Programme. Through this training, we reached

more than 400 parents. 

The programme teaches parents how to help their

children with homework, how to read to and with them,

and how to support them emotionally when they are

struggling. 

Wellbeing Programmes
Having a trauma-informed programme is something we

are proud of - it is incredible to see the growth in adult

and child beneficiaries. The anxiety guide we developed

was used in our training, along with other mindfulness

exercises developed in collaboration with experts. 

Our Mentors did 6 weeks of Somatic Experiencing for

survivors of crime, through US based The Grace Tree

Foundation, a group of our interns did several sessions of

forest bathing (a form of nature therapy), and we met

with The Ergos Institute (US), Chrysalis Academy (SA),

and Grace Tree to secure trauma support for 2022.
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CELEBRATING IMPACT

1 MathMom established her own NGO to provide food for the

community , and 3 others are in the process of registering their NGOs

(two reading programmes and one ECD centre)

4 participants completed their matric/improved their results

25 enrolled for tertiary study , and many enrolled for short courses

(counselling , ECD , computer studies)

9 found permanent employment

Many became more involved in their communities and at schools (e .g . ,

becoming members of school board)

Of the 40 MathMom interns , 38 progressed to studies or work

We see the programme as a stepping stone to greater things for adult

participants . In 2021 :

The MathMoms and their families gained a measure of economic resilience

through the stipends they earned for their work , helping them put food on

the table and care for their families , thus making them more resilient

against potential exploitation . The independence and confidence they

gained also enabled them to grow in other ways – some even branching

out to earn  an extra income (e .g . , some started making vetkoeke – fried

bread – to sell in the community). One MathMom collected materials to

start teaching young women to sew , and the hats they produced are sold

in the community . 
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My role as a MathMom gave

me a sense of pride and
identity. Helping the children
and my community provided

me with a sense of
accomplishment that makes

me happy.
It also helped me improve my
self-confidence and finding a
purpose that brings value to

my life.
 

Denise, MathMom 
 

MathMoms
taught me to be
patient, kind to

myself.
Samantha, YB

Mentor &
previous MM

I feel so 
worthy when I see the

happiness on the children's
faces. It was always my

dream to teach, and in a way
MathMoms made me realise

that dream. 
 Lily, MathMom

I became more
confident due to
the training and

the feeling of
belonging they
made us feel.
Basheerah, MM

intern

CELEBRATING IMPACT

The programme
opened my eyes

to  new
poss ib i l i t ies  in

l i fe .  I  found
mysel f  through
the programme.

Rowena ,  
YeBoneer
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Thanks to the values
that MathMoms

instilled in me, and
which I passed on to my

son, he is now in the
advanced mathematics

class at his school.
Rachel C, 
MathMom

MathMoms
taught me how to
love children and
all the different

ways to treat
different children. 

Mushiera,
intern

 

I was a very 
straightforward person,
who saw everything in

black and white, but the
programme taught me to

have empathy with
people's circumstances.

 
Joy, MathMom

CELEBRATING IMPACT

When I  jo ined
MathMoms I  d idn ' t

have  pat ience . . .but  I
learned to  re lax  and

to  become a  good
l is tener ,  instead of

just  g iv ing out
advice .

Rachel  S . ,  
MathMom
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CELEBRATING IMPACT:  HILARY'S  STORY

Before MathMoms , Hilary was unemployed , but confident in her capacity to

help her community : “I was bold – I contacted MathMoms , asking to join .”

 

Through MathMoms , Hilary learned how to support children academically

by bringing maths into children ’s everyday lives . MathMoms ’ lessons start

with mindfulness exercises . “This helps me and the learners ,” Hilary shares ,

“and the learners are excited to come to class .” The training changed her

mindset and plans for her future – she later completed an ECD certificate . 

Her boldness continues to open doors for her . In January 2022 , she

contacted her local school with a plan to open an educare centre . They

agreed and gave her a classroom . Within a day , it was fixed up and she

welcomed her first 13 preschool learners . The number quickly grew to 20

young children who will benefit from the training and experience she

received through MathMoms . Hilary believes that starting early is important :

to catch children when they ’re young and guide them on their educational

journey with care and kindness . 

“WHO I AM TODAY, I AM BECAUSE OF MATHMOMS. 2022 IS
MY SEASON.” 

“In my community ,

there are shootings ,

gangs , children who

lack so many things . But

we push through this ,

focusing on the positive ,

helping each other ,”

says Hilary , a MathMom

from Uitsig .

Hilary joined MathMoms

in 2017 . “MathMoms has

had such a positive

impact on my life and

on my community ,” she

says . 
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CELEBRATING IMPACT:  ACADEMIC RESULTS

"MathMoms has helped the learners overcome their fear of
mathematics and boosted their self-confidence, which can only

benefit them in future" - Denise , MathMom at Valhalla Primary

As part of our internal evaluation, we let all Grade 2s in our partner schools write

the Young Group Test in March and November, to compare our learners' results

to those of non-MathMoms learners, to track their progress, and to measure

ourselves against international standards.

All the children I worked
with passed. I feel that it
is a good thing that we

teach them through
play - I know that this

will help them
remember what they

learnt for years to come.
Audrey,  Rawsonville

 

We highly value their 
input and dedication to

provide quality education to
a traumatised school

community. We cannot see
us getting the learners over
the line without the help of

MathMoms. 
Mr Agulhas, principal,  

Elnor Primary
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CELEBRATING IMPACT:  ACADEMIC RESULTS

"I saw how unique each child is and realized that one person can truly make a
difference, one little mind at a time." - Keachell, MathMoms intern

We also measure impact by comparing the learners' mathematics results in

Term 1 and Term 4, relying on data shared by schools. The graphs below

indicate changes in results based on symbols (1-7). This does not reflect

changes as accurately as comparing percentages would, but not all schools

shared their results in that format. 

There are many factors that influence a learner's performance - we do not

claim that the MathMoms programme is the only factor positively contributing

to improvements. We especially want to applaud the teachers who, for
two years, have been working tirelessly under incredibly difficult
circumstances. 
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F e e d b a c k  f r o m
o u r  V l PS
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GROWING COMMUNITY

We shift our focus from the problems of communities, to the promise of

community, nurturing new relationships with individuals, organisations,

businesses, and communities across the globe, creating our own murmuration.

What MathMoms do to support

their communities is incredible.  

In very challenging

circumstances, they have

developed a network and

model of support that ensures

that children are given a

fighting chance, and young

women are given skills and a

responsibility that they shoulder

with pride.  And they always do

this with an optimism and

enthusiasm that breathes life

and hope into the young people

in their communities.  Every

community needs their own

MathMoms!

Ian Tennant, The Resilience
Fund & GITOC

MathMoms donated to local

feeding schemes and worked

alongside religious groups and

businesses from various Cape Town

communities.

Our efforts were recognised at the

City of Cape Town's Mayoral
Community Service Awards with

an Organisation Award for

community service.

went to the United Nations! Delivering

a statement at a meeting of the

UNODC

spoke on two panels at OC24, an

international conference on organised

crime

connected with Bosnian NGO, UG
Pomozimo Djeci, in collaboration with

whom we ran a nature therapy project.

Aardwolf Nature Connection from

Potchefstroom facilitated digital forest
bathing sessions for our interns and

their beneficiaries.

Through The Resilience Fund, MathMoms

We participated in several local

conferences and workshops, including

NASCEE's The Breakthrough
Conference, sharing insights and learning

from other organisations.
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The Youth and After School Office 

The DG Murray Trust

The Resilience Fund

Antonie Roux Stigting

Allan & Gill Gray Philanthropy Initiative

The South African National Zakáh Fund

DRC Sonstraal

Dear friends and loyal supporters

It takes courage to change the world - to step out of your comfort zone and to open

your heart to the children of your community. The women and youth in our

programme have this courage, in part because they are emboldened by the support

of our donors. To each and every one of you we say thank you. Every donation of
time, expertise, money, or goods, helps us to make a difference. Thanks to Natali

Varney Photography for always being ready with your camera, to GoReefers Logistics

for sponsoring the year's stationary, and to Exclusive Books for donating 70 books to

our programme, and for everyone who made us their MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet

beneficiaries.

We are deeply grateful for the financial support of

A special word of thanks to Siddique Masjid Mosque, Elsies River, and our partnering

schools for providing training venues and for your support and collaboration. Thank

you to DRC Sonstraal and Louw and Coetzee Properties for venues, administrative

support, and support with training and events. 

We extend our thanks to those who donate their time and expertise to run our
finances and HR, provide legal advice, help with marketing, training, our
wellbeing programmes, and special projects, our Advisory Board and our Board
of Directors.

Financial statements can be requested from finance@mathmoms.co.za after 30 April.

F E E L I N G  G R A T E F U L

Courage is the 
measure of our heartfelt
participation with love,

with another, with
community, a work; a

future.
David Whyte, 

Consolations
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L O O K I N G  A H E A D

Julia and Claudia Jonas, singer-songwriters from Sweden. They collaborated with

members of our community to write lyrics in 2021, and in January 2022 a song and a

music video was recorded. This collaboration enabled musicians, singers, dancers,

and regular community members (and 100+ kids!) to share their story with the world.

We look forward to seeing the video! 

This collaboration already bore fruit: through donations we were able to buy

recording and sound editing equipment for the I-CAN Centre in Elsies River, and

Julia is training youths to use it  - creating more employment opportunities for people

in our communities.

A group of our Mentors, MathMoms staff, Moms, interns, and others connected to the

programme are currently enrolled in The Ergos Institute's (USA)  Community
Health Somatic Experiencing (SE™) programme. We are grateful for the donations

drive that the Institute ran to make this collaboration possible. Through the

programme, we will learn techniques that can be used in our training sessions and in

our learner interventions to help release trauma and regulate the nervous system. The

training is invaluable, as it also gives participants tools with which to practice self-care.

The Grace Tree Foundation  (USA) has also agreed to host further SE™ sessions for

people in our organisation who are affected by crime. 

TRE™ (trauma and tension releasing exercises) will be provided to all the adults in

our programme, thanks to the generosity of Chrysalis Academy (Cape Town) - their

TRE™ providers will facilitate sessions, and they have also agreed to train 5 of our

women to become Community TRE™ providers. Like SE™, this also gives people tools

to deal with stress and trauma in their own homes.

MathMoms grew out of a trauma programme, and helping the women work through

their trauma has always been central to our work. In 2022, we want to strengthen that

core by building our capacity to provide support to the adults and children in our

programme. We believe that trauma has to be transformed in order for communities

to learn, connect, and grow.  Our academic programmes continue as usual.

By building our capacity to provide community care, we are nurturing resilience in the

adults in our programme, so that they can be emotionally safe, grounded, and supportive

in interventions with children. Through such intergenerational relationships, children

will experience security and learn resilience.

The wellbeing of our community will be promoted by (i) establishing new
relationships and nourishing existing ones with individuals and organisations that can

support us, by (ii) reintroducing TRE™ to the programme (made impossible by the

pandemic) while continuing to develop other forms of mental health support, and by

(iii) training members of our organisation to offer that support.

We are grateful that we were able to connect with others who share our vision, and our

murmurating community is being strengthened by partnerships with:
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www.mathmoms.co.za

Thank you for your support in
2021. 

Please keep in touch: @mathmoms

MathMoms

MathMoms NPC

@mathmoms Linktree MathMoms 

All photos by Natali Varney Photography

This Impact Report was
sponsored by Louw &

Coetzee Properties

https://mathmoms.co.za/
https://www.instagram.com/mathmoms/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/mathmoms
https://www.linkedin.com/company/20081520/admin/
https://linktr.ee/mathmoms
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYkS5EWhGQ5a9dTi63SjTWQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYkS5EWhGQ5a9dTi63SjTWQ
https://www.natalivarney.com/
https://www.lcproperties.co.za/

